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PRICE TEN CENTS

CITIZENS’ CAMP AT DEVENS IS OPEN TO BATES

College Men Would Gain Much From Training

The Citizens’ Military Training Camp, operated by the United States Government for the benefit of those men in private life who desire military training, opens at Camp Devens August first, continuing for four weeks. The government supplies food, uniforms and equipment, railroad fares, as well as whatever medical, surgical, hospital and emergency dental treatment is required. The age limit is from seventeen to twenty-four, except in the case of the White Course, in which the minimum age is eighteen.

Four courses of training are offered: the Basic Red Course the Advanced Red Course, the White Course and the Blue Course. College men would have little difficulty in qualifying for either the Advanced Red or the Blue Course. The latter course qualifies a man for service as a second lieutenant, while the former trains him to perform the duties of a private in the National Guard or National Reserve Corps, as well as for entrance into the White Course, in which the minimum age is eighteen.

Exercises Make Deep Impression

"JOIE" COGAN HEADS VARSITY MEN NEXT YEAR

Elected as New President of Club

Varsity Club held its final meeting of the year, Monday evening. The first business taken up at the meeting was the signing of the constitution by the members. Next, the officers of the Club for next year were elected. The Club is fortunate in having Joe Cogan as its new leader. A baseball and hockey star, four-year varsityman, Joe was the logical as well as the very popular choice for president. Doc Mohlin was chosen as second Bill Kenneally, as vice president. Cy Tracyfield pulled the most votes for treasurer. "After the business of the meeting was over, Bill Kenneally talked on the need of preserving the Varsity Club on the campus and expressed the hope that it would not founder on the rocks after a year or two of activity. We all know what Bill Kenneally has meant to the Varsity Club, and the Varsity Club will mean a lot to Bill as he sees it as a continued overseas at Bates.

WITH THE CO-EDS

The members of the old and new Student Government boards certainly merited the "spree" which they treated themselves to this week. The girls went by trolley to Paradise Farm about 4:30 in the afternoon and returned about 9:30. Mrs. Kendrio’s chauffeur drove the group back to Bates. A large crowd filled the Grandstand and received the students as they arrived. The program included several band numbers, some of which were sung with good spirit.

"PORTLAND HIGH AN EASY WINNER OF BATES MEET"

Cony, of Augusta, is Second

A large crowd filled the Grandstand at irritation Field to watch the biggest and best Bates Intercollegiate track meet. Plenty of thrill was furnished by the spectators at the High School boys’ meet. Seven records were smashed and one was equaled. Although Portland High had the meet with a well-balanced team, Fergusson of Cony was the individual star. Entered at the last moment, the city star took third place but broke ten and one second at third. In the hundred Fergusson equalled his time of 10.2-5 seconds; lowered his 220 mark with 22.4-5; and smashed the shot-put record formerly held by Rowe of Helena with a throw of 14 feet 4 inches. The Currie brothers of Portland entertained with a wonderful exhibition of timber-topping. E. Currie lowered the 220 yard handkerchief by 27.5. Duke of Goodrich stretched the broad jump record to 23 feet 9 inches by beating his former record by a matter of a half inch. Capt. Roger of Edward Little won a pretty mile race, and place a strong third in the half mile. The teams as they finished are as follows: Portland 39; Cony 33; Gardiner 11; Gardiner 10; Westport 9; Bates 8; Gorham 5. In the Junior Bureau Gould’s Academy won by one point over Westport. Kennebunk placed Westport with 10 points and Lincoln and Brindley by 4 points, having each won one point.

ALBERT F. GILMORE TO INTRODUCE SPEAKER

The local Christian Science church announces that Albert F. Gilmore, Bates ’24 and a member of the Board of Trustees, will introduce the Christian Science lecturer who is to speak in the Christian Science chapel next Sunday afternoon at three o’clock. Mr. Gilmore has served as President of the Christian Science church and is at present editor-in-chief of a weekly and monthly publication.

EXERCISES HAVE LAST CHAPEL

Seniors have exercises on Saturday, the last day of their last year at Bates. The exercises were, as ever, simple and beautiful. Church is to be an integral part of the routine of Bates people, that the Last Chapel is an institution which is particularly dear. This year’s program went off smoothly and impressively. The order of exercises was:

Prelude—Melody in F-Flat

"PREXY" OF ’24

Sam Graves is "Prexy" of ‘24

Canham and Sinclair Head Two Lower Classes

The three undergraduate classes have met and elected officers for the year 1928-29. The class of 24 elected Samuel M. Graves, New Haven Conn., president; Helen Baker, Gorham, vice-president; Essa Allen, Presque Isle, secretary; and Elizabethus Tiffany, Pittsfield, treasurer. 1927 class, Erwin Cushin, Andover, president; Kelsey Parkhurst, Presque Isle, vice-president; Hilda Hill, East Greenfield, secretary; and Thomas Reed, Worcester, mass., treasurer. 1926 class, Roy Sinclair, Westbrook, president; Agnes Waddell, Sao Paulo, Brazil, vice-president; Margaret Lombard, Sutino’s River, Vermont, secretary; and Ronald Perkins, West Paris, treasurer.

Mr. Graves is well known as Editor-in-chief of the Bates Student as well as a dramatist and speaker. Erwin Cushin has distinguished himself as a debater and as a "Spoffordite." And Roy Sinclair is popular in the Freshman class both as a student and an athlete.

BATES' 24 PLANTS ITS IVY UNDAUNTED BY RAIN

The Bates Seconds went down before the Fyshberg Academy nine last Saturday, 5 to 1. Bates scored twice in the opening frame and once in the second, but did not get a round trip ticket to the plate after that. "Butch" Fellows pitched masterful ball putting the K sign on 17 batters and allowing but four, but the weakened support he get in the final innings cost him the game. Larry of Bates Gray of the Academy featured at the bat, each getting two singles and a double.
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The Ivy Pressed by the Class of 1924 sought this year to achieve the impossible, in the light of the fact that the water is an advantage in a nearly dry town. If the water is to be pressed, the men must start growing up as promptly as the corners of our hats shrunk during the week. This, however, is not the case, and it will soon be a flourishing plant.

Have you noticed how prolix the different members of our society are in their running, as they are all wonderful athletes? Karlo IPP has just published his book on the subject, and Bill the baker has a Damas Cup, and Doctor What with a high prize. They all have the same idea, and it is new and well received.

This is the season of the year when we receive many announcements in our college catalogs. These books have been distributed, and Bill the baker has them means to have prepared most of the Program for the next week. The Exhibition and Ivy Day exercises.

We expect that the Faculty will send us very carefully examined express shipments this week. Our hands should be in the hands of the Manager before the week is over. But I am sure that the change is in order.

The Editor-in-Chief is always ready for the educational editor and the general reader. The present number is the second of the series. The Business Manager has compiled the changes of the previous volume.

An AGGRESSIVE ATHLETIC PROGRAM

Such an exercise, as that held in the Chapel, the other morning, when letters were awarded to the men who had earned them in hockey and track, this past year, is a boost for the Bates athletic program. A spirit of enthusiasm is aroused, a spirit of admiration for the athletes is put forth, means that much for the continued prosperity of Bates sports.

The entire program of the athletic department is most aggressive. In the past, the men of Bates have been able to draw attention in two branches of college. Athletics, Curts, Dunks, and Wiggins, are giving their all to the furtherance of a program of athletes that will mean much to the welfare of the Alumni. Bates.

It is for us to do our part in maintaining a fighting morale that their plans may succeed beyond all expectation.

A number of the athletic department are doing their part in developing Bates sports it is gratifying to note the under- graduates in giving wholehearted support to the coaches. With this spirit of co-operation success never could come.

To "Cyk" McGlinn, the recipient of a loving cup signifying a fighting athlete, much credit goes. As the track leader, he has put forth his every effort for the maintenance of high standards and the spirit of McGlinn himself is an inspiration to all. His work has been an inspiration to his fellow students.

All honor to McGlinn!

To "Bill" Galley, who led the Bates eleven to victory over Bow- don, the college gives a vote of praise. He is an outstanding athlete in the history of Bates sports. As he goes out into the world at large he will be carried with him the best wishes of his friends in college—may he go as through life as he went through the Bowdon line. Success will be his.

It is the spirit of such athletes as McGlinn and Galley that will place the hawks high in the rank of college sports.

The physical department has mapped out an aggressive athletic program,—let every man bust it with all his might.

Ivy Day was rather wet but the spirit of the Junior Class wasn't dampened a bit. It would take more than a shower to disturbed the Class of '24.

Everybody is head on heels in exams. Remember what we said last week in "prizes!" a pleasant surprise. How have you come out so far? We wonder.

CAMPUS NOTES
ARTHUR W. PUCKETT, Editor

FINALE SERIES STANDING
Bowdon 2 6 177
Colby 2 4 2 67
Maine 2 4 3 331

Field hockey.
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religion into the theory of evolution. Posthumously the foes of William James found that his views as to the idea of God have made its scope to enable geography at the expense of psychology, or psychology at the expense of geography, despite the interesting controversy waged at Clark University. The mission of the American college is to create among the recognized leaders of tomorrow an ideal of service, and to create in them that deed is thoroughly in the life of others, the 16th verse of the A. B. C. The hymn is:

The Ivy Ode was written by Marcella H. L. Orton, its author, and is a spirited prophecy of the future. It is due in large measure to the efficient Ivy Day committee. The committee is:
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Free Delivery

First Class of Christ, Scientist, Auburn and Lewiston, Maine.

FREE LECTURE ON INDIAN SCIENCE

PAUL STARK SERLEY, C. B. S.

Member of the Board of Lecturers of The Mother Church, The First Church of Christ, Scientist, Boston, Mass., and Lecturer

at Bates College Chapel, Sunday, June 10th at 3 o'clock, daylight saving time

Bates Students and Faculty are cordially invited to attend this Lecture.
JUNIOR SPEAKERS DEFY HEAT WAVES AT EXHIBITION

One of the most splendid Junior Exhibitions in years was given Monday night in the chapel. A fair-sized audience was in attendance and was fasci- nated with a series of unusual written and orally delivered orations. Each oratory was prefaced with the spoken word, without exception, and many laudatory remarks were heard at the close of the program.

Rev. Symonds presided, and Rev. Bridger, J. Massey of Auburn opened the program with a short prayer. The speakers were divided into three groups of four each.

The first speaker was Miss Elizabeth Powers who spoke on "The Women of Today," an interesting speech, whose context was "Upon the women of to- day rests the fate of civilization." Next came Carlton Burt whose "Child Labor and the Supreme Court" handled a present problem in a logical and at- tractive manner. Marjorie Miser spoke on "The Conservation of Forest Resources," picturing our excess in the matter of waste, and pleading for "A great campaign of education to reach directly or indirectly every citi- zen of the United States." Edward W. Raye, the last speaker of the first group was perhaps his finest speaker. His speech was marked by its very, cultured delivery and its forceful, or- iginal delivery. It was entitled "A New Conception of Force." Doris Kone was the first speaker of the second group and her oratory was religious. "One Religion Be Taught!" was nicely turned, and was just (theological) enough to be interesting. Richard Westphal gave a plan for warmer Pan-American relations, stressing particularly the bonds which unite his own country, Brazil, and our United States. Wilton Winney gave a beauti- ful summary of the rich legacies we have received from our New England forbears, Mrs. Margaret Blackly, using the Gaelic, "Our New English Heritage." Harri- met M. Graves concluded the work of the second group with a masterful anal- ysis of America's attitude on the subject of "International Cooperation." Mrs. Gravas' speech was splendidly written and splendidly delivered, and impressed the audience accordingly.

The most thesis-like speech about Louise Bryant's "Let Us Forget," a vindica- tion of Peace, was that it was the most—splendidly so. But behind its element of life and beauty there was a free and amply sound framework of logic. Walter V. Gavigan's "A Plan for American Literature" lighted the audience with its neatness and truth, Mr. Gavigan was clearly wrapped up in his subject, and there- fore argued very convincingly. Enthu- siastic applause. "After Bates What!" struck home particularly well at this point, the struggle every student is reminded that his day for being cast forth into the world must inevitably come. William E. Young closed the program with an ex- cellent oration, "Rejoice in Wholesome Dares." The selection of the judges, Rev. Brid- ger, J. Massey, Rev. H. Edgar Wolfe, and Mrs. E. F. Pierce, will be announced on Commencement day.

CANDIDATES

Senior Class: They sit in a formation like a pla- net in the sky, like Humans in an empty space, unsuccessful and graceless.
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Contrasting the elements of life and beauty there was a free and amply sound framework of logic. Walter V. Gavigan’s “A Plan for American Literature” lighted the audience with its neatness and truth, Mr. Gavigan was clearly wrapped up in his subject, and therefore argued very convincingly. Enthusiastic applause. “After Bates What!” struck home particularly well at this point, the struggle every student is reminded that his day for being cast forth into the world must inevitably come. William E. Young closed the program with an excellent oration, “Rejoice in wholesome Dares.” The selection of the judges, Rev. Bridger, J. Massey, Rev. H. Edgar Wolfe, and Mrs. E. F. Pierce, will be announced on Commencement day.

Congratulation to the splendid character of the above, and due this the entire class of ’24. The committee of arrangements for the exercises contemplates W. Raye, Elizabeth T. Powers, and Walter V. Gavigan.
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